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By Richard E. Heckert
John White (project coordinator, Center
for Economic Education) assigned me an
enormously broad topic-"Economics,
Private Enterprise, the Firm and the Mar-
ket Place." The topic is so big that he felt
obliged to add in a letter, "Please discuss
the subject matter in any way that you
think wi II be of interest to your aud ience."
That sentence gave me pause. I started
thinking about what in this vast subject
would be of particular interest to most
students-and that led me back to think-
ing about what most interested mewhen I
was a student and trying to decide what
to do with my life.
One thing I didn't feel that I needed
was a lot of grand philosophical advice.
The great poet T. S. Eliot understood
that about young people. When a student
on his way to Oxford stopped by Eliot's
house and asked for a word of advice,
Eliot responded, "Advice? What advice
can I give you?" Then he paused for a
moment and said, "Be sure to take long
underwear."
What I did want to hear in college were
me thoughts of people who had long ex-
perience in dealing with the complex
problems of the world beyond the
university.
I had learned very early. in life that
mere are disciplines and rules that gov-
ern our activities. I had gained an early
respect for religion, and for math and the
physical sciences as well. I was search-
ing for order in a complex world, and I
anted visiting speakers to give me the
benefit of what they and others they
worked with had learned about the human
side of managing our own lives and our
own institutions.
That, then, is my slightly more manage-
able topic: the human side of managing
complexity. I emphasize the human side
oecause, as you will see, I believe that
<raining and enabling individuals to be
fully productive is the key to organiza-
tional success.
I believe that American society cannot go
back to an economy that relies exclusive-
ly on small economic units. I believe that
we must therefore learn to manage large
institutions in ways that both increase
employee satisfaction and improve pro-
ductivity. And I believe that we can
succeed.
Explaining why we cannot go back-
wards is a speech in itself. It is one that
has often been made.
I am sure you have all heard about the
enormous resources needed to driII for
oi I in the North Sea or to create and mar-
ket worldwide a new product in chemis-
try or the biological sciences.
I am sure you have also heard of some
of the disasters that overtook countries
which insisted in doctrinaire fashion that
small is beautiful. For instance, you can
read how the havoc created by China's
romance with backyard steel furnaces
two decades ago lingered on long after
Chairman Mao's ideologues conceded
failure.
I am sure you know about our country's
need to compete with the large corpora-
tions of Japan, Germany and other coun-
tries, or else face even greater unem-
ployment problems and trade deficits.
Our need for large economic institu-
tions is a given, one which brings with it
many hard-to-answer questions, such as
Can we keep large corporations from be-
coming hopelessly mired in bureaucracy
and red tape? Will we keep individuals
from becoming cogs in these industrial
machines? Should we restructure our
organizations in someway?
As I prepared for those broad ques-
tions, I started thinking about the manage-
ment practices and principles I have
lived by during some 33 years at Du Pont,
and I will be giving your some con-
clusions.
I should note, though, that I also sent
out one of my young associates to go
around the Du Pont Company and inter-
view a dozen senior managers to find out 13
what they had learned.
The young associate had an interesting
experience when he asked successfu I
Du Pont managers about their practices
and principles.
One manager believed strongly in par-
ticipatory management, essentially group
decision making, since "people who look
through a single lens see a model of the
world that is too brittle."
Another, equally successful, preferrede
a more traditional idea which he calls the
"single fanny system"-namely there
should be one person in charge, one per-
son who is responsible for making things
go right, one person who is culpable if
they do not. This manager sees group
decision making as a sign of weakness:
"You form committees to cover your
fannywhen things are going wrong."
Conflicting answers were given
throughout the interviewing process.Some
successfu I managers argued strong Iy for
one approach. Others contended for the
opposite.
After completing the interviews, my
associate told me the old Jewish story of
the defendant who comes before a rabbi
acting as judge and pleads his case with
great passion. The rabbi tells the de-
fendant, "You are right." Then the accuser
tells his side of the story with even greater
passion. When he is done, the rabbi says,
"You are right too." Amazed, a bystander
then tells the rabbi, "The stories are to-
tally incompatible-how could they both
be right?" To which the rabbi responds,
"Youalso are right."
What my young associate had learned
is that different Du Pont managers argue
vigorously for different methods of man-
agement and most make a lot of sense in
doing so.
Some Du Pont policies, such as fair
treatment and respect for the individual,
are quite uniform. But large corporations,
like large universities and large govern-
mental units, are not monolithic. Different
managers, like different professors, have
different ways of getting their messages 2
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14 across. If there is one thing that my third
of a century at Du Pont has taught me, it
is that individuals-operating within a
sound framework of basic policy-are
more important than particular styles or
methods.
No single method is automatically
right, but many methods are workable if
the manager who uses them knows his
product, his people, and the culture of
his corporation.
That may seem elementary, but if so, it
is an elementary truth which hundreds of
management theorists have not learned.
Youcan go into popular bookstores and
pick up books advocating theory X,
theory Y, and theory Z of management-
or is it theory A (for America) and theory J
(for Japan)?
You can order abstruse academic texts
and read statistic-fi lied chapters on
"competence potential and organization
functioning," "an integrative model of
job satisfaction and performance," and
so on.
I'm sure that some of you are entirely
familiar with this literature. Some of it is
usefuI. ThoughtfuI professors such as
Douglas McGregor gave considerable
thought to the human side of managing
complexity. But many recent works have a
fundamental flaw: They treat people as
numbers. They are not based on the
realization that individual men and
women of character can transform their
environment.
There is a sense, of course, inwhich in-
dividuals can be shackled by their en-
vironment, particularly if they are de-
prived of their civi I rights.
The brave members of Solidarity in
Poland have, to our sorrow, learned that.
So did Blacks who were enslaved in this
country or, once freed, were actually
beaten-or worse-when they tried to
exercise their rights.
But when individuals are assured of
their civil rights, all kinds of barriers can
be overcome. Management can then
choose the right individuals for the tough
jobs and let them manage themselves
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and their jobs as much as possible
Let me review for a minute. I have
brought out my two "givens." The first is
that we must learn to live with complexity,
since we cannot go backward to smaller
economic units. The second is that there
is no single approach which works best
throughout a large organization. The im-
portant thing, therefore, is to get the right
people in the right jobs and let them go
to work.
II
Question: How does our society develop
individuals of competence and char-
acter? Suggestion: Look at crucial forma-
tive influences in the lives of many suc-
cessful individuals, such as family,
church, school, college, sports and early
work experiences.
I feel somewhat uncomfortable gener-
alizing about the early influence of family
and church. Some might say those areas
have nothing to do with managing com-
plex institutions such as corporations.
Yet, during all my years at Du Pont I
have seen the importance of self-disci-
pline, a sense of honesty and fairness,
a willingness to listen to others, a basic
respect for human beings as human be-
ings, and some thoughtfulness about the
consequences of decisions.
Those managers who have not had
those qualities of character may have
been successful for a while. Eventually,
though, they tended to destroy them-
selves. Sometimes they dragged down
others with them. That has not happened
often, but it has happened. The manage-
ment of complexity begins with the char-
acter of individuals.
Where do those qualities of character
initially develop? Some of them, in one
sense, are programmed into a person at
conception; others, though, develop
within the family at a young age, with as-
sistance from community influences and
churches. Favorable early work experi-
ence is important too.
Corporations and other complex insti-
tutions which pay no attention to the irn-
portance of these formative experiences
do so at their own peril. Corporations
should not put such pressures on man-
agers that they do not have time for other
vital activities, such as the building 0
strong families and the furtherance of
civic or church activities. The job of
managing complexity starts with the for-
mation of individuals who can manage.
For instance, let's just concentrate for a
minute on one of the crucial aspects,
early work experience.
I suspect that many of you learned
quite a while ago, and at a very young
age, that it's not work that makes you tired,
it's frustration that comes from lack of
work or lack of accomplishment. Real
frustration comes when you cannot find
useful work to do.
I grew up in the Ohio countryside. Oth-
ers have grown up in the inner city. But
there is more that unites us than sepa-
rates us.
Howard is a great university. Students
have to work hard to get in here and stay
here. I worked hard too to get into college
and stay there. I will spare you the long
monologue on "when I was a boy," but
there is one experience that I think is
relevant.
The experience is this: I remember
working on the farm, acting in what was
at first an unpleasant drama of discovery,
entitled "work is hard." I ached allover
and was dead tired at the end of the first
day on a new job. But after a few days my
system adjusted and I got back to carous-
ing at night again instead of going to bed
at dusk. It was a great confidence builder.
There was an exhilaration that I as an in-
dividual, as bad as I felt at first, could
rise to the challenge and actually feel
good at the end of the day.
You may ask, what does that simple
farm experience have to do with the
"management of complexity"? My point
is this: Some might say that managing
complexity means developing a "high
tolerance for ambiguity" ... or "manipu-
lating 100 different variables" . or
"building a holistic vision" ... orwords to3
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that effect. I suggest that you approach
such jargon with a very critical mind.
The reason we should be skeptical
about such concepts is that, to my mind,
few people have ever solved a complex
problem per se.Many people have solved
a succession of relatively simpler prob-
terns, though. Good problem-solvers
ork to turn one hard problem into ten
easier ones, and then methodically solve
ihe easier ones.
By the year 2000, some 30
percent of the world's goods
probably will be manu-
factured in the "Third World."
When a person works his way slowly
3\Jt surely through the hard basic prob-
:emsof the inner city, that person is learn-
- 9 to manage a series of tasks.
The same goes for a boy on the farm
o learns that tasks which seemed im-
oossible at the beginning of a summer are
-x> trouble at the end. Both are gaining
:a'!t experience that wi II someday allow
m to manage a different series of
J5Skswhose sum is complexity.
Successful management of complexity
~uires people with the experience of
rking through problems, one after the
er. Confidence of that sort is some-
--ng which is hard to develop in corpo-
-="emid-management training programs.
- is vital for our society that jobs of the
- ht kind be available for today's teen-
=gers. They must learn what you and I
e learned about work.
Those jobs can't be just any jobs. Jobs
ich teach that you get your paywhether
'::tJ work hard or not are probably worse
zan no jobs at all. Jobs that help to build
racter are needed.
Developing real jobs for young people,
:os that develop character, is a key re-
nsibility of our whole society. The pri-
~e sector and government should be
ing together more vigorously to pro-
we real jobs, jobs that produce some-
Q of value.
Similarly, managing complexity is im-
possible without individuals who have
been trained to think through complex
tasks. The training comes during both
elementary and secondary school and,
for many individuals, in college and
graduate school.
In the U.S., more and more jobs will
involve more and more employees in se-
quential problem-solving of a profession-
al nature.Theywi II not be tied to relatively
simple mechanical or clerical tasks.
By the year 2000, some 30 percent of
the world's goods probably will be manu-
factured in what are now called the "Third
World" countries. These countries have
some competitive advantages. Many
have natural resources, and most have in-
expensive labor by U.S.standards.
Quite properly, they use those competi-
tive advantages to get on the economic
ladder and start climbing. But that means
increased international competition for
some of this country's labor-intensive,
product-related industries. That in turn
accelerates the shift in this country from
production to a service and information
society.
In the years ahead, the continuing auto-
mation of routine tasks will see more jobs
move to the "knowledge industries": com-
puters, electronics, and other high-tech-
nology fields. We will not be able to han-
d Ie these new jobs if we do not have a
well-educated population. There are
many non-utilitarian reasons for improv-
ing our schools and colleges, but we
should not overlook this practical
necessity.
With all the complaints about public
schooling in recent years, I suspect that
educators have found once again the
right way to proceed: Concentrate on
basics and make rigorous demands on
students. Some institutions, such as Dun-
bar High in Washington, never forgot that
straight and narrow path. The many
schools throughout the country which did
forget, though, are now reinventing the
wheel. We have serious problems to face,
but the fact that we have recognized them
gives me cause for optimism.
The college and graduate school situ- 15
ation is a difficult story. Many are con-
cerned about cuts in federal aid to higher
education. We must examine recent edu-
cational budgets critically, but we must
not overlook a basic principle that is at
stake here. For at least 50 years in our
country, we have bel ieved that those tal-
ented enough to do rigorous intellectual
work in colleges should be able to go
with reasonable personal sacrifice, re-
gardless of their financial condition. Part-
time jobs, yes. Loans, yes. But such an
overloading that a talented individual is
unable to make progress, no.
If we move away from the principle of
open-doors for ability, we are denying
something basic in what America has
come to mean. In the drive to bring back
economic health in this country, we must
make sure that we are not sacrificing the
future and our nation's principles by mak-
ing higher education avai lable only to the
rich. While the specific mechanisms for
assuring equity are up for debate, the
principle remains clear.
III
Assuming that our social system pro-
duces individuals of competence and
character who can handIe complex tasks,
how do we free those individuals from
unnecessary restraints in the workplace
so that they can be fuIly productive? Does
that meanwe have to govern and organize
our corporations differently?
Clearly, we have to set up some ground
rules for discussing this question. A
large corporation has certain criteria for
successful management which it is
obi iged to follow. It has to satisfy the ex-
pectations of not just emp loyees but other
groups as well: stockholders, customers
and suppliers, the government, the media,
and the public.
In that sense, the parallel some people
make between a large corporation and a
political, government structure breaks
down very quickly.
A political leader is responsible to his
constituency. A business leader is re-
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14 across. If there is one thing that my third
of a century at Du Pont has taught me, it
is that individuals-operating within a
sound framework of basic policy-care
more important than particular styles or
methods.
No single method is automatically
right, but many methods are workable if
the manager who uses them knows his
product, his people, and the culture of
his corporation.
That may seem elementary, but if so, it
is an elementary truth which hundreds of
management theorists have not learned.
Youcan go into popular bookstores and
pick up books advocating theory X,
theory Y, and theory Z of management-
or is it theory A (for America) and theory J
(for Japan)?
You can order abstruse academic texts
and read statistic-fi lied chapters on
"competence potential and organization
functioning," "an integrative model of
job satisfaction and performance," and
soon.
I'm sure that some of you are entirely
familiar with this literature. Some of it is
usefuI. Thoughtfu I professors such as
Douglas McGregor gave considerable
thought to the human side of managing
complexity. But many recent works have a
fundamental flaw: They treat people as
numbers. They are not based on the
realization that individual men and
women of character can transform their
environment.
There is a sense, of course, in which in-
dividuals can be shackled by their en-
vironment, particularly if. they are de-
prived of their civi I rights.
The brave members of Solidarity in
Poland have, to our sorrow, learned that.
So did Blacks who were enslaved in this
country or, once freed, were actually
beaten-or worse-when they tried to
exercise their rights.
But when individuals are assured of
their civi I rights, all kinds of barriers can
be overcome. Management can then
choose the right individuals for the tough
jobs and let them manage themselves
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and their jobs asmuch as possible.
Let me review for a minute. I have
brought out my two "givens." The first is
that we must learn to live with complexity,
since we cannot go backward to smaller .
economic units. The second is that there
is no single approach which works best
throughout a large organization. The im-
portant thing, therefore, is to get the right
people in the right jobs and let them go
towork.
II
Question: How does our society develop
individuals of competence and char-
acter? Suggestion: Look at crucial forma-
tive influences in the lives of many suc-
cessful individuals, such as family,
church, school, college, sports and early
work experiences.
I feel somewhat uncomfortable gener-
alizing about the early influence of family
and church. Some might say those areas
have nothing to do with managing com-
plex institutions such as corporations.
Yet, during all my years at Du Pont I
have seen the importance of self-disci-
pline, a sense of honesty and fairness,
a willingness to listen to others, a basic
respect for human beings as human be-
ings, and some thoughtfulness about the
consequences of decisions.
Those managers who have not had
those qualities of character may have
been successful for a while. Eventually,
though, they tended to destroy them-
selves. Sometimes they dragged down
others with them. That has not happened
often, but it has happened. The manage-
ment of complexity begins with the char-
acter of individuals.
Where do those qualities of character
initially develop? Some of them, in one
sense, are programmed into a person at
conception; others, though, develop
within the family at a young age, with as-
sistance from community influences and
churches. Favorable early work experi-
ence is important too.
Corporations and other complex insti-
tutions which pay no attention to the im-
portance of these formative experiences
do so at their own peril. Corporations
should not put such pressures on man-
agers that they do not have time for other
vital activities, such as the building rt
strong famiIies and the furtherance 0;
civic or church activities. The job 0;
managing complexity starts with the fo -
mation of individuals who can manage.
For instance, let's just concentrate for a
minute on one of the crucial aspects.
early work experience.
I suspect that many of you learned
quite a while ago, and at a very young
age, that it's notwork that makes you tired.
it's frustration that comes from lack 0'
work or lack of accomplishment. Real
frustration comes when you cannot find
useful work to do.
I grew up in the Ohio countryside. Oth-
ers have grown up in the inner city. But
there is more that unites us than sepa-
rates us.
Howard is a great university. Students
have to work hard to get in here and stay
here. I worked hard too to get into college
and stay there. I wi II spare you the long
monologue on "when- I was a boy," but
there is one experience that I think is
relevant.
The experience is this: I remember
working on the farm, acting in what was
at first an unpleasant drama of discovery,
entitled "work is hard." I ached allover
and was dead tired at the end of the first
day on a new job. But after a few days my
system adjusted and I got back to carous-
ing at night again instead of going to bed
at dusk. It was a great confidence bui Ider.
There was an exhilaration that I as an in-
dividual, as bad as I felt at first, could
rise to the challenge and actually feel
good at the end of the day.
You may ask, what does that simple
farm experience have to do with the
"management of complexity"? My point
is this: Some might say that managing
complexity means developing a "high
tolerance for ambiguity" ... or "manipu-
lating 100 different variables" or
"building a holistic vision" ... or words to5
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that effect. I suggest that you approach
such jargon with a very critical mind.
The reason we should be skeptical
about such concepts is that, to my mind,
few people have ever solved a complex
problem per se. Many people have solved
a succession of relatively simpler prob-
lems, though. Good problem-solvers
work to turn one hard problem into ten
easier ones, and then methodically solve
ttle easier ones.
By the year 2000, some 30
percent of the world's goods
probably will be manu-
factured in the "Third World."
When a person works his way slowly
:JUtsurely through the hard basic prob-
ems of the inner city, that person is learn-
'1gto manage a series of tasks.
The same goes for a boy on the farm
o leams that tasks which seemed im-
oossible at the beginning of a summer are
trouble at the end. Both are gaining
e experience that will someday allow
em to manage a different series of
zsks whose sum is complexity.
Successful management of complexity
"'"3Quirespeople with the experience of
rking through problems, one after the
er. Confidence of that sort is some-
-ing which is hard to develop in corpo-
~e mid-management training programs.
- is vital for our society that jobs of the
-' ht kind be avai lab Ie for today's teen-
:=c ers. They must learn what you and I
.G. e learned about work.
Those jobs can't be just any jobs. Jobs
ich teach that you get your paywhether
work hard or not are probably worse
:-;:anno jobs at all. Jobs that help to build
:''1aracterare needed.
Developing real jobs for young people,
::05 that develop character, is a key re-
nsibility of our whole society. The pri-
- e sector and government shouId be
~ing together more vigorously to pro-
e real jobs, jobs that produce some-
- Q of value.
imilarly, managing complexity is im-
possible without individuals who have
been trained to think through complex
tasks. The training comes during both
elementary and secondary school and,
for many individuals, in college and
graduate school.
In the U. S, more and more jobs will
involve more and more employees in se-
quential problem-solving of a profession-
al nature.Theywill not be tied to relatively
simple mechanical or clerical tasks.
By the year 2000, some 30 percent of
the world's goods probably will be manu-
factured in what are now called the "Third
World" countries. These countries have
some competitive advantages. Many
have natural resources, and most have in-
expensive labor by U. S.standards.
Quite properly, they use those competi-
tive advantages to get on the economic
ladder and start climbing. But that means
increased international competition for
some of this country's labor-intensive,
product-related industries. That in turn
accelerates the shift in this country from
production to a service and information
society.
In the years ahead, the continuing auto-
mation of routine tasks will see more jobs
move to the "knowledge industries": com-
puters, electronics, and other high-tech-
nology fields. We will not be able to han-
d Ie these new jobs if we do not have a
well-educated population. There are
many non-utilitarian reasons for improv-
ing our schools and colleges, but we
should not overlook this practical
necessity.
With all the complaints about public
schooling in recent years, I suspect that
educators have found once again the
right way to proceed: Concentrate on
basics and make rigorous demands on
students. Some institutions, such as Dun-
bar High in Washington, never forgot that
straight and narrow path. The many
schools throughout the country which did
forget, though, are now reinventing the
wheel. We have serious problems to face,
but the fact that we have recognized them
gives me cause for optimism.
The college and gradu?te school situ- 15
ation is a difficult story. Many are con-
cerned about cuts in federal aid to higher
education. We must examine recent edu-
cational budgets critically, but we must
not overlook a basic principle that is at
stake here. For at least 50 years in our
country, we have believed that those tal-
ented enough to do rigorous intellectual
work in colleges should be able to go
with reasonable personal sacrifice, re-
gardless of their financial condition. Part-
time jobs, yes. Loans, yes. But such an
overloading that a talented individual is
unable to make progress, no.
If we move away from the principle of
open-doors for ability, we are denying
something basic in what America has
come to mean. In the drive to bring back
economic health in this country, we must
make sure that we are not sacrificing the
future and our nation's principles by mak-
ing higher education avai lable only to the
rich. While the specific mechanisms for
assuring equity are up for debate, the
principle remains clear.
III
Assuming that our social system pro-
duces individuals of competence and
character who can handIe complex tasks,
how do we free those individuals from
unnecessary restraints in the workplace
so that they can be fuIly productive? Does
that meanwe have to govern and organize
our corporations differently?
Clearly, we have to set up some ground
rules for discussing this question. A
large corporation has certain criteria for
successful management which it is
obliged to follow. It has to satisfy the ex-
pectations of not just employees but other
groups as well: stockholders, customers
and suppliers, the government, the media,
and the public.
In that sense, the parallel some people
make between a large corporation and a
political, government structure breaks
down very quickly.
A political leader is responsible to his
constituency. A business leader is re-
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16 sponsible to many constituencies.
A governrnent can and should be run
for the benefit of its citizens. A business
cannot be run solely for the benefit of
ernployees, because there are other in-
terests at stake also.
Suggestions that corporate directors
and executives should be chosen by em-
ployees, just as governmental leaders are
chosen by citizens, are based on faulty
logic and poor analogy. Nor is there hard
evidence that boards of directors which
include representatives from non-stock-
holder groups-the German co-deter-
mination concept, for instance-are any
better off for that innovation.
In the absence of both solid logic and
hard evidence, it doesn't make sense for
us to transform our present method of
corporate govemance.
So, when I discuss ways to improve the
management of complexity within firms, I
am not arguing for a radical change in
procedures of governance, although sorne
irnprovernents could undoubtedly be
rnade.
I am arguing for a greater reliance on
the individual working within the current
systern.
We have to start by recognizing that no
two of us are alike, but no two of us are
totally dissimilar. People are rnotivated
by self-interest, but each person has to
define what his own self-interest is. For
instance, I like to fish and hunt, and my
life will be partly governed by that self-
interest. No rnatter what job I have, I'll find
sorne tirne to fish and hunt.
Others, though, have other interests.
Everyone has an ego, and everyone
needs self-respect and the respect of
others. That is part of the hurnan condi-
tion which rnanagers have to understand.
If an activity does not speak to a per-
son's human needs, his personal needs,
h is self-value needs, he wi II not do a good
job at it. So the job of managing complex-
ity within the firm is, first of all, a task of
corning to grips with diversity.
How do we do that? Essentially, we
realize that to some extent diversity can-
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not be rnanaged. Diversity can over-
power a rnanager who is too rigid. We try
to rnake diverse talents and interests
work for us, not against us.
We do that by breaking large and com-
plex tasks into their logical parts. Then we
find a person who can do the job and
whose talents, interests and career devel-
oprnent needs rnatch it as we II as pos-
sible. Then our goal is to delegate both
authority and responsibility-the two
have to go together-to get the job done.
Ideally, each person becomes his own
manager, and supervisors have the re-
sponsibility of coordinating activities by
analyzing systems and missions to make
sure that we are carrying them out
logically.
Even the complex job of top manage-
ment becomes simpler if we proceed in
this logical, sequential way. Top man-
agers analyze all the systems of a com-
pany. They organize them into logical de-
partments and divisions. They choose the
appropriate people to manage those
areas. Then they let these peop Ie make
things happen.
In that connection, there are several
general statements which are worth mak-
ing about feasible ways to free the indi-
vidual. Most of them are simple. None is
earth-shaking. But my experience tells
me they are sound.
There is an obvious need for what could
be called "the new corporate federalism."
The Du Pont Company is famous in the
management textbooks for developing
a decentralized system of operation back
in the 1920s. Decentralized management
was adopted by many other companies
as well. Often, though, there is the tend-
ency to move away from sound decen-
tralist principles in order to obtain more
standardized procedures throughout a
large corporation.
That is fine in some ways. But tradeoffs
are large. The bigger and more complex
some institutions necessarily become, the
more we see the need for smaller units
within the large structure- units which
can calion all the resources of the larger
institutions, but which can retain the rna-
neuverability of a small boat, not =.
battleship.
There is no single right size for thess
smaller units. The right size depends -
the function and the individual involvec
but it should be one in which each in I-
vidual involved feels that he can have c.
significant impact on its operation.
There is nothing new about this coo-
cept of smallness within largeness. Aric.-
totle wrote of the need for appropriate -
sized units. But each generation has ~
come by itself to an understanding of h~
need.
Every department of Du Pont, for ir-
stance, has examined itself during
past decade with the objective of estab-
lishing smaller business units within -
whenever possible. We have carved
our operations into what we call "strateqi
business units." There are now some IE
of these units. Each has major contn
over its own manufacturing and market-
ing but the ability to use wider corporate
resources.
New ideas can be threaten-
ing. A big job of top manage-
ment is to encourage
creativity at aI/levels ....
Now, let me offer another point whict
sounds like a truism: the need for gooc
communication. This is a significant poir.::
only when you examine the meaning s:
the word "communication." It comes frorr.
the same root as the word "cornrnunion.
Its original meaning was not just telling
but sharing.
We have a different view of the role -
managers at Du Pont now than we used t _
Oh, there is still the need for "tellinq."
Our managers and supervisors have n -
abdicated. We still make sure that those
individuals in charge have the combina-
tion of responsibility and authority whic
makes them want to get the job done, an
allows them to require that it be done,
But the ernphasis now is on sharing
knowledge, experience, and ability to7
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make a project work, not just telling others
what to do.
Even "communication," in its properly-
understood sense, is not a magic word.
"Communication" is not a panacea. It has
its price. The attempt to resolve different
viewpoints through a sharing of ideas
creates its own kind of conflicts. New
ideas can be threatening. A big job of
top management is to encourage creativ-
ity at all levels of the organization by mak-
ing the rewards for innovation greater
than the penalties for trying out an idea
and failing.
In addition, sometimes too much "com-
munication" can be as destructive to
sound management as too little. People
often need to and want to be left alone to
work out problems. People want to man-
age themselves as much as possible.
Different situations demand different
solutions. The machine operator and his
maintenance man have to talk together
often. For the managers of a business
venture, however, several dialogues a
y~r with higher executives about the
strategic direction of the venture may be
sufficient.
Once again, the emphasis has to be on
j)e individual. Flexibility has to be built
- to the system to allow individual judg-
ent and preferences to assert
:nemselves.
I want to stress the point of freeing the
~ividual employee from unnecessary
""BStraintsso that he can develop a solid
'll8.nagerial attitude toward his work,
ether he has the title of "manager" or
'""Dt.
At Du Pont, we are working to reduce
;;Ie number of levels of supervision. We
=orestressing increased delegation and
= eater involvement by every employee
:.. the setting of objectives, standards
- d responsibi Iities.
The national debate over productivity
ring the past several years has sparked
lany useful proposals. But, to my mind,
~ most important component of pro-
- ctivity is not one that has surfaced very
ch during the debate. I would define
that component as a sense of personal
accountability for results.
For instance, a maintenance man or
woman at a Du Pont plant may want to
hurry off to lunch when the clock says
noon. But if a machine is down so that
production is stopped, and that person
says, "I can't leave until my machine is
back on line," we have taken a big step
toward improving productivity. That atti-
tude, that "managerial perspective," is
the bedrock of productivity.
The managerial attitude is that which
makes the individual see his work and his
product the same way a top-level man-
ager sees them: in relation to the work of
the entire business unit and the work of
the whole company.
The managerial perspective can be
developed by implementation of my first
two points in this section: Corporate fed-
eralism and true communication. Some-
times it can be engendered at work by a
talented supervisor. Essentially, though,
it is very hard to create by organizational
devices, although a poor organization
can choke it off. The managerial attitude
is present in individuals who have devel-
oped character and competence. It is
very hard to develop at a later age if a
person has not grown into it early on.
This goes back to my earlier stress on
the importance of education and early
work experience, but it is worth noting
again: There is no substitute for training
individuals properly and then relying on
their hearts and minds, not company rule
books.
If I assume that good things will hap-
pen in my company only when they are
forced to by the rules I set up, then I will
constantly need more and more rules. If a
manager goes down that route,he spends
all his time reacting to problems, instead
of working to investigate and develop
opportun ities.
Instead of attempting to mandate a
"zero-risk" atmosphere in the corpora-
'tion, management should be engaging
the thinking of the organization by en-
couraging managers to be creative, and
not satisfied with theway things are.
For the most part, fully challenged peo-
ple tend to be satisfied people. Doing
better work drive's up not just productivity
but the quality of working life as well.
Many religious people believe that man
is made in the image of a God who enjoys
creating. Whatever your religious beliefs,
I think you can see from the pattem of
history that man likes to create also, and
that institutional arrangements should
provide the means for him to do so.
We are now coming to the final part of
my presentation.
We have discussed growing up with
character and competence. We have de-
scribed ways to free the individual to
manage complexity in the ways he sees
fit. But we have notyet assessed theways
in which governments can aid in manag-
ing certain aspects of complexity but
might also bite off more than they can
chew.
17
Creating wealth for the entire
society is possible only by
freeing individuals to be
fully productive.
Earlier, I alluded to PDland, and to the
recent reimposition of a form of latter-day
slavery on its people.
In assessing that political and eco-
nomic disaster, I am reminded that the
Soviet Union itself provides an object
lesson in how not to manage complexity.
The Soviets have management consult-
ants and theorists just like we do, but
they tend to arrive at some curious
conclusions.
For instance, the Soviet academic Vic-
tor Afanasyev has written a book, The
Scientific Management of Society, in
which he describes the need for all eco-
nomic power to be in the hands of the
government so that a country can have
"correct scientifically organized control
of people."
"Society's development is made up, in
fact, of the action of mi Ilions of people,"
Afanasyev writes. "That is what makes
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18 controlling these activities and, through
them, the whole of society with its diverse
systems, such a difficult and responsible
task."
As you can see, I favor the decentral-
ized approach at Du Pont. I shirk from the
task of controlling fully one company, let
alone awhole country.ButAfanasyevdoes
not. In fact, he argues that one group of
people is worthy and capable of exer-
cising such control. "The Communist
Party," Afanasyev contends, "exercises
scientific control over the economic, po-
litical and spiritual life of Soviet society
.. The Party bears full responsibility for
the state of the economy and directs the
economic development of society."
Given the sorry state of the Soviet econ-
omy and that of its allies, it is admirable
in some ways that Afanasyev and the
Communist Party are willing to say, "the
buck stops here."
But easy sarcasm is beside the point,
and may make usmiss an important point:
Complexity inevitably works against
highly centralized systems like those of
the Soviet bloc, simply because they are
too difficu It to manage.
A properly-regulated private enterprise,
market system may have some faults, but
it has many virtues as well. Perhaps the
most notable is that with it we release the
energies of individual entrepreneurs.
Central planners try to make all the ma-
jor decisions based ontheir perception
of what is going on in their economies. A
market system is able to manage, or at
least muddle through, complex and
changing circumstances without attempt-
ing to rely on a mastermind.
I am not for laissez-faire in the classic
sense. Govemment is needed to provide
a foundation for economic development.
It is also needed to protect civi I rights.
One of the popular sayings of 1882 was,
"Let buffalo gore buffalo, and let the
pasture go to the strongest." No respon-
sible person is suggesting that we bring
back that idea in 1982.
What I would like to bring back is the
distinction made in ancient Greece be-
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tween two types of human economic ac-
tivity: oikonomia and chrematistike.
Our word economics comes from
oikonomia. The Greek word designated
the behavior of the steward whose job
was to manage the estate entrusted to
him in such a way that it would continue
to bear fruit and provide a living for those
who lived and worked on it. The idea was
to maintain productive possessions on
behalf of everyone involved.
Chrematistike, though, meant some-
thing very different. The word was used
negatively to express the cut-throat pur-
suit of self-enrichment at the expense of
others. Workers, customers, suppliers,
and trading partners could be ignored in
the chase for short-term gain.
Just as some Greeks mixed up the two
words, some people today mix up the two
activities. Amidst complexity it is easy to
lose sight of social objectives and con-
centrate solely on the task at hand, but
that should not be done. Economic educa-
tion, and current economic practice,
should stress the importance of oikono-
mia, of creating wealth for the entire
society.
The point to remember, though, is that
oikonomia and individuality are not in
conflict. Creating wealth for the entire
society is possible only by freeing indi-
viduals to be fully productive
We all give lip service to this concept,
but a governrnent cannot free individuals
without freeing, as much as possible
while assuring public safety and civil
rights, the organizations in which they
work.
The philosopher John Stuart Mill wrote
about government in this way: "The worth
of a State, in the long run, is the worth of
the individuals composing it ... a State
which dwarfs its men, in order that they
may be more docile instruments ... will
find that with small men no great thing
can really be accomplished."
The same holds for the relationship of
the government to corporations. A state
that dwarfs its economic organizations
will find that complex tasks cannot be ac-
complished. We need organizations with
greater flexibility, not greater controls, to
adapt to more complex tasks.
On what do I base that statement? On
the nature of our political and economic
system. Letme explain.
Some people think that the statement,
"Our political and economic system is
based on private property," is a truism.
A truism is something that is not worth
thinking about twice. But an unexamined
truism is not worth repeating. Let usex-
amine this one.
When we look upon private property as
the bedrock of our system, is that be-
cause our interest is in private property
per se? Or is our real goal individual free-
dom and the successful management .of
complexity, which is possible only under
a systern of limited government? And,
therefore, do we emphasize property
rights because the existence of private
property is a vitally important limitation
on government?
I put those statements in question form
not to be rhetorical, but because there is
sizable confusion about the role of pri-
vate property. I see private property as
leading to both political freedom and effi-
cient management. The crucial part of the
private property concept is not that I own
something, but that the government can-
not own everything. The government can-
not control all rights and all goods. It
cannot invade my home (unless there is
sound suspicion of criminal activity). It
cannot take the fruits of my initiative and
labor without my consent (although we
have allowed sometimes questionable
exceptions to this rule).
Individuals can rnaintain their freedom
over and against the state by organizing
themselves into economic concerns
based on property rights. Corporations, in
this sense, are considerably more than
locomotives of production. They are pro-
tection for the individual against govern-
mental power, and freedom for the society
to manage complex tasks in a rational
manner. They give economic substance
to political liberty. 9
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To protect the individual and manage
complexity, we must protect his organi-
zations, including corporations.
The management of com-
plexity requires a harnessing
of the ambitions and efforts
of each individual.
The American private enterprise sys-
tem has often been criticized in recent
years. There are some justifiable griev-
ances. But I tend to look at the overall his-
torical record. What nation on earth has
ever had a system that provided more
economic opportunities and more chance
'or self-expression, both onand off the job,
man does ours? Where are civil liberties,
both on and off the job, better protected?
What economic organizations have been
more powerful engines for upward mobil-
ity than the American corporation?
The management of complexity re-
uires a harnessing of the ambitions and
~ffortsof each individual. Almost two cen-
- '"ies ago John Adams argued that "there
- no people on earth so ambitious as the
oeople of America. In other countries,"
""""B believed, "ambition and all its hopes
::;e extinct," but in the United States the
zoportunity for success "makes the com-
n people brave and enterprising," as
~II as "sober, industrious and frugaL"
John Adams opposed slavery but,
=uch to his sorrow and this nation's fur-
-:er tragedy, most of the other "founding
- ers" overruled him. Thus, his com-
=ents about freedom for ambition did not
- ply to all Americans for many years;
_ en now,the damage is still evident.
or most Americans, though, this coun-
was an exception to the general rule
-.at the economic plight of the father was
ited upon the son. Historians who have
ied records of social mobility in cities
= different as Boston, Birmingham, In-
:::..anapolisand Chicago have seen that,
es our society became more complex, the
.-lis of individuals from various ethnic
: pswere increasing Iycalled upon.
This wi II be evenmore true in the future.
As more people from different races, eth-
nic groups, sexes, and phi losophical
backgrounds are thrown together in com-
mon economic endeavor, though, there
are bound to be tensions. But they do not
have to be disabling. Managers at Du
Pont, as my young associate found out,
have very different styles and prefer-
ences. But we all manage to work to-
gether.
We do that not because we are man-
dated to, and not because our employee
handbooks tell us how to, but because we
have a common sense of striving for qual-
ity and fairness.
That may sound like I am boasting
about Du Pont, but there is nothing to
boast about. Du Pont did not create the
ethical reserves in its employees which
are vital to its continued success.
As the German economist Wilhelm
Roepke once noted, "Themarket, com-
petition, and the play of supply and de-
mand do not create these ethical
reserves; they presuppose them and
consume them. These reserves have to
come from outside the market, and no
textbook on economics can replace
them. Self-discipline, a sense of jus-
tice, honesty, fairness, chivalry, mod-
eration, public spirit, respect for hu-
man dignity, firm ethical norms-all of
these are things which people must
possess before they go to market and
compete with each other."
As you can see, I have now come full
circle in this discussion of the individual,
the organization, and the society, and of
how all three can combine to make com-
plexitywork-orto let it overcome us.
I have moved from small to large: per-
son to organization to society. I have
started with the importance of early edu-
cation and training, followed individuals
so trained into the organization and dis-
cussed some basic organizational prin-
ciples, and then looked at a few some-
what-philosophical questions involved in
the relationship of the organization with
government and the large society.
Throughout, the stress has been on the 19
individual. Successful management of
complexity depends on him or her. D
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